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SUMMARY 

Statement of Problem -» The purpose of this paper is to develop torque formu¬ 

las for polyphase machinery from a consideration of the energy change in 

their magnetic fields due to a displacement of the magnetic axes of the 

component fields* 

Summary - Generalised formulas are developed which relate the energy and 

change in energy in a magnetic circuit as a result of a displacement of the 

magnetic axes of the component fields. These formulas are then successively 

applied to non-salient cole motors and generators, induction motors and 

generators, reluctance machines, and salient pole motors and generators. 

Conclusions - The torque formulas developed do not furnish practical working 

equations, except in the case of the reluctance motor. However, this method 

of approach should be valuable for instructional purposes. Firstly, it 

develops formulas from basic concepts. Secondly, it defines power angle in 

a generalised equation, which may then be conveniently applied to define a 

power angle in induction motors, and in reluctance motors. 



REVIEW OP SUBJECT 

The solution of working equations for polyphase machinery has been ex¬ 

tensively treated by means of voltage relations* The techniques applied to 

each particular type of machine have differed considerably, with the purpose 

of obtaining the most usable working formula. 

A method of solution that has been extensively used in electromagnetic 

theory is the consideration of magnetic energy. This method of solution has 

been applied in this paper to the solution of torque relations in polyphase 

machinery* 



m INVESTIGATION OF POLYPHASE MACHINERY FROM A 

CONSIDERATION OF MAGNETIC ENERGY 

The method of determining the forces existing between two magne¬ 

tic bodies by considering the changes in the energy of their magne¬ 

tic fields due to a displacement of one of the bodies, has been ex¬ 

tensively used in electromagnetic theory* Essentially, this paper 

is an adaptation of this method in the determination of the torque 

existing in polyphase rotating machinery. Practically, this method 

of developing torque relations offers no advantages in the devel¬ 

opment of working equations! however, it provides an alternate 

approach which should be valuable for instructional purposes. 

If balanced currents are impressed on an idealized polyphase 

machine, there is a resultant space wave of magnetomotive force 

which travels at synchronous speed about the periphery of the 

armature windings. The necessary idealizations are* 

1) an absence of armature slots 

2) an iron circuit of infinite permeability 

3) a uniform distribution of the conductors at the surface of the 

armature 

4) an infinite number of armature conductors. 

The above idealisations of the magnetic circuit imply that the cir¬ 

cuit is linear, and that the entire energy of the circuit is con¬ 

tained within the air gap. Essentially, these same idealizations 

will be maintained in this development, except that we will consi¬ 

der uniform windings with a finite number of turns* It will be 

assumed that these windings produce a synchronously rotating, non- 



pulsating space wave of magnetomotive force. Further, we will assume 

that the iron structure has a sufficiently high permeability, that 

for all practical purposes, it may be assumed that the entire magne¬ 

tic energy is contained within the air gap. 

The energy function in the air gap is a function of both space 

position and time* However, under steady state conditions, the to¬ 

tal energy in the air gap due to the interaction of the magnetic 

fields of the primary and secondary windings is constant* Clearly 

then, if we consider our axis of coordinates along the axis of 

either the primary or the secondary space waves of magnetomotive 

force, the energy function in the air gap reduces to a function of 

space position. Throughout this paper, the axis of coordinates will 

lie along the axis of the secondary space wave of magnetomotive force. 

In determining the energy in the air gap, the following magnetic 

functions will be used* 

1) <r<.e) , the total permeance function seen at the armature periphery 

for flux traversing the air gap. 

2) PM C©), the apparent permeance function which the secondary views 

for flux traversing the air gap. 

3) Fp(e)> the primary magnetomotive force function. 

4) F^e), the secondary magnetomotive force function. 

5) &le> , the magnetic flux distribution function for flux traversing 

the air gap, 

6) EC©) , the energy distribution function for energy in the air gap. 

The meaning of these functions is apparent from their definitions, ex¬ 

cept perhaps for the apparent permeance function (MCe). We may 



define;: this function, alternately, by the equation 

BsCe) 
FsCQ) 

PM(e) = 

where B^is the secondary flux function for effective flux crossing 

the air gap. On the inter-polar axis of a salient pole machine, 

surely the real permeance which tie field structure views is not zero. 

However, because of the close proximity of the field poles, the 

effective flux crossing the air gap at this point is nil. Hence the 

value of the apparent permeance function is zero at this point. 

From a knowledge of the permeance and magnetomotive force func¬ 

tions, the energy function may be calculated, for consider a coil of 

infinitesimal width r placed with length parallel to the length 

of the machine. The flux linking this coil is r §0 . The 

required energy input into the coil to produce this sami flux is 

tce;6e 
0 

o 

FCe) <4 [F <e)r S«] 

r E>*(9) 
8TT pee) 

The energy function is thus 

ECQ) = a* P<*e) fl<s) 

Ece) - STT 

The total energy in the circuit is then 

E>\e) 
PCe) 

p_r_ 
Sir 

V/2. 

f 52ce) 

J PCe) 
die 

E 
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where p denotes the number of pairs of poles. 

In rotating machinery, the flux function is dependent on the angular 

separation f6 between the magnetic ax6s of the primary and secondary 

circuits* Thus, the total energy is given by 

SA 
F = ss- f &*<•». g) d# 

8TT pee) 

The force which the circuit exerts to oppose a change in the angular 

separation between the axes of the magnetic fields is then 

T _ 1L = -L_ f/l -i_ de 
“V*. 

Jit 
JL f A- BCe, <*© 
AV PCe) ^ 

The formulas developed above may be applied directly to machines where 

the mutual permeance function for the secondary is identical to, or 

sufficiently approximated, by the total permeance function for the pri¬ 

mary. This matter will be discussed further in the development for 

salient pole machines# 

Hon-Salient Pole Generators and Synchronous Motors 

The above formulas may be applied directly to non-salient pole machines, 

for the permeance formulas for both the primary and secondary resolve to 

a constant# Further, the field winding is so constructed that the mag¬ 

netomotive force space wave it produces is sinusoidal# Then, if we 

assume a sinusoidal space wave of magnetomotive force for %he armature 

circuit, our magnetic formulas take the form* 

PP(.tO = PsW) =K 
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Fp CO) ~ KI IA cos. (.© + 0) 

Ft. <J0) = K2. Ip COS. e 

The angle 0 denotes the angular separation between the magnetic axes 

of the primary and secondary space waves. He will refer to this angle 

0 takes values in the range £0, 2ir]. In the range [0, irjs the machine 

operates as a motor} in the range Or, 2r], as a generator* 

If we consider the vector diagrams of non-salient pole motors and 

generators, the relations between power factor, torque angle, and power 

factor angle may be derived. From these figures it follows that 

(1) S - e + so - 0 generator operation 

(2) 0 + © -v “b -270 motor operation 

The relations (1) and (2) differ, since the definition of power angle is 

currants. The torque is then given bys 
vL 

p KK,Ki tA 1F 
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not consistent in direction of measurement, heading power factors have 

been denoted as positive, while lagging power factors have been denoted as 



negative. No sign has been associated with power angle 

Three expressions for terminal power and power transferred across the 

air gap, involving the above angles, may be obtained* 

P - K Ip V Vn S 

P = VC' 1A V cos 0 
(3) 

PA« = K" 'in * 

The expression obtained for torque by the above method is in exact 

agreement with the expression determined using vector diagrams. In a 

linear circuit, the power transferred across the air gap is: 

(4) PA. = K ** 
* IA cos O-e ) 

Applying the sine law to the field vector diagram for a generator, we 

obtain I Ip _ o< 1 

Substituting in (4) v?e obtain 

PAG “ K TA Tp C90 —^3 •+ © ) ~ K I A vo 0 

Notes Tor motor operation, the sign of 0 in equation (5) must be changed. 

Induction Motors and Asynchronous Generators 

For these types of machines, the same magnetic formulas used in the 

previous discussion may be used. We have then 

r
*
 

C
D
 

= Ps(e) = K 

FpCe) - K»T, cos 

F*> — K CO^> © 

The angle again denotes the angular separation between the axes of the 

magnetomotive force space waves. The torque is then 
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T 
8 

motor operates at power angles In excess of 90°• 

Since equations (1), (2), and (5) hold for induction motors end genera¬ 

tors, the formulas in (4) may be adapted to these types of machines# 

Equations (1) and (2) yield 

(7) 
0 = \ao° -©2. -©• + * generator operation 

(8) 0 = \ao° + ©i - ©, + * motor operation 

From (5), an evaluation of o( for generator operation, can be obtained* 

C90 + «. -0) 

Since 
/a = 90 - ©i 

la¬ 

ce e Co<- -6, ) 

1> 
c0 'S* 0Z 

C* 0, + eo t> ‘ C 17 eos *’-) 

The effective ppwer at the terminals from (3) is 



p V< V S>‘>0 % 

JO 

=. v< T j_ V co% C.o< — Qt) 

For large motor loads, IgAl *- 1 

Hence P — K Ig V cos 6, 

This is the result obtained from the approximate equivalent circuit. 

Substituting (?) in (7) we have 

0 = )&o° - ©2. -v co<& cos. 0j. ) 

Since for generator operation, must lie in the range [ir, 2JT], we 

immediately see that an asynchronous generator can only furnish leading 

current, i. e., when 

Iz > *. 

The Rein etance Motor and Generator 

The relu'ctsnce type of machine consists of a primary winding, and 

a secondary consisting of a laminated rotor having a variable air gap, 

■f-K* & 
Since for type of machine, the energy in the field is due in its entirety 

to the primary winding, the formulas developed apply without restriction. 

If we assume that the permeance function may be closely approximated 

by the first two terms of its Fourier series, we have 

PpCe) - ^ ^ + P—2G 

where Pd and P^ are respectively the direct and quadrature axes per¬ 

meances, For a machine with a distributed winding, the primary magneto¬ 

motive force function is essentially sinusoidal. Thus 

FP(.e) * K ip cos 

The torque is then given by 



Jl 

yh. 

T «■ r % ^ ^ -t ~ 
P3 C.Ot> 

&vr j ‘ 2- z 
i9I ^ [Klp 00,54 

® -p 
Pd-^H Kllp 

5F" 

•s> V» Z}4 

The above type of machine has symmetrical characteristics as regards 

to operation as a generator or motor* This type of machine must be pa¬ 

ralleled to a source of excitation for generator operation. This exciting 

source fixes the line voltage and frequency. For a fixed line current, 

the maximum torque is 

T = ± p   — * xp r sz 

Intuitively, one may approach the torque developed by a relui atance 

machine, as the tendency of the machine to maintain a condition of max¬ 

imum energy. This torque is hence proportional to the difference in the 

reactances of its extreme positions. 

The power angle, from conventional diagrams, is undefined when the. 

field excitation reduces to aero. However, if we define power angle from 

equation (1), we have 

% « f + 6- -90 

Since for this type of machine, operating power factors are either high 

leading or lagging, we have 

% « 96 - l&O 

Hence 

T » 
R.-P* 

•32 
K* 1, 

Z.S 

The Salient Pole Motor and Generator 

For this type of machine, the permeance function for the primary is 

not equal to the apparent permeance function for the secondary. Essen¬ 

tially, the method of solution which we will adopt is to measure flux 
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distribution at the primary, and to consider this flux acting through the 

primary permeance function. By this method we introduce some error in 

evaluating the field energy. The degree of approximation varies with the 

saliency of the poles$ for non-salient machines, this method resolves to 

the previous solutions. 

The following magnetic functions will be employed* 

F* (.9) 5 Klf 

Fp (.&) = K, 1^ to-i 

Ps, (.&) - Pa co* e 

P (a) •= ^ ^ ^ cos. 29 
P 2. 2- 

The apparent permeance function for the secondary has the same form as 

the no-load generated voltage. This is, of course, sinusoidal. The 

permeance function for the primary is the same approximation used pre¬ 

viously on relunctance machines. The torque is then 

-T- _ JL \ c,(-9, -- e>(e, de 
' 4V J PpOO ** 

-Tft. 

c*L l F^ce)Ps.-v FP is,ft) PP C»)l x 

4it k Ppte) 

i_ [F-iCQ^O^ + FP<.e,0)l£U>3 
de 

dft L 

Substituting, this yields 

~r — — ^ ft si n d   1A ft ( Pi — ) *%>' n 2^ 1
 8 r 

These results cannot be compared with results derived from the two reaction 

method, since the permeance formulas used in this last method are quite 

different. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The method of determining torque from changes in the magnetic energy 

doss not furnish working formulas for polyphase machinery, except perhaps 

for the reluctance type of machine* For this type of machine, the method 

applied is practical, and yields an intuitive approach* 

The generalizations of power angle which were made are not necessarily 

a consequence of the method used* These generalisations indeed follow from 

an analysis of the Poiier diagram for non-salient machines* The results 

obtained from these analysis have no obvious practical application* How¬ 

ever, this, and similar analyses may yield highly successful instructional 

aids* It must be remembered that these analyses depend, in some degree, on 

the conventional methods of analyses. 
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